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Introduction 

Microsoft Dynamics AX customers often use one or more shipping carriers to deliver their products to 

customers. Shipping software is available directly from these carriers, such as UPS and FedEx, and from 

third parties such as Kewill (the manufacturer of Clippership) that can work with many carriers and 

centralize the shipping process. This software is used to calculate shipping rates, produce labels and 

tracking numbers, and generate additional reports and documents.  

The shipping carrier interface feature allows Microsoft Dynamics AX customers to integrate with 

shipping software.  The shipping software packages can pull information from Microsoft Dynamics AX, 

process packages, and then move their information into Microsoft Dynamics AX, eliminating manual 

entry and improving tracking visibility 

Shipping Carrier Feature Concepts 

The feature is designed to support carrier software that can read information from Microsoft Dynamics 

AX and write information back into Microsoft Dynamics AX.  Figure 1 below illustrates the process that 

must be followed to use this feature: 

 

 

Figure 1: Shipping Carrier Interface feature flow 

Setup 

The Shipping Carrier Interface feature is controlled by a Trade configuration key called Shipping 

Carrier. This configuration key is shipped as active with the default installation. 

The feature requires additional setup steps to be taken using the following forms to activate the 

process shown in Figure 1 above: 
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 Carrier Interface 

 Carrier Companies 

 Carrier IDs 

 Modes of Delivery 

 Terms of Delivery 

 Customers 

 Return address 

Carrier Interface 

All of the setup information that is entered into the list of forms above is activated or deactivated by 

the settings in the Carrier Interface form. The Carrier Interface form allows you to activate a carrier and 

initiate the movement of information into and out of the interface tables. 

Based on feedback from our partners, three shipping software packages were identified as commonly 

used by Microsoft Dynamics AX: UPS WorldShip, FedEx Ship Manager, and Kewill Clippership.  These 

packages are pre-populated on this form when the form is opened for use the first time. You cannot 

add additional shipping software packages to this form at this time.  

 

Figure 2:  Carrier Interface form 

It is important to note that the feature was designed to allow partners to modify Microsoft Dynamics 

AX to add additional shipping software packages.  However, if you are using shipping software that has 

similar integration capabilities as any of the interfaces listed on this form, you can use that shipping 

software for this interface and select one of the carrier interface IDs above to activate it. See the 

Technical Information section for information on how this works. 

The Enabled check box on this form turns on or off the shipping carrier capabilities for all setup 

information associated with that carrier interface ID. For example, if a mode of delivery is associated 

with UPS WorldShip, then sales orders with that mode of delivery will only update the interface tables 

and process information returned from a carrier application when the UPS Worldship Enabled check 

box is selected.   
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The Test Mode check box allows you to test the flow of the carrier interface to ensure that all processes 

are working correctly. When the “Test Mode” is activated, a dialog box will be presented after a 

packing slip is posted. You can manually enter the values that were expected from the shipping 

software and then post the invoice and validate that you set up all the necessary options correctly. 

 

Figure 3: Form used when posting packing slips with test mode on 

The information entered into this form is stored in the staging tables as if the shipping software sent 

the information directly into Microsoft Dynamics AX. It is written into one staging table when the UPS 

or FedEx interface is selected and a different set of tables when the Clippership interface is selected. 

See the Technical Information section for more details on how this works. 

The Test Mode can also be used as a backup method for entering carrier information when the 

connection between Microsoft Dynamics AX and the shipping software has been severed for some 

reason. For example, if your shipping software is unavailable on the local PC but you can use the 

carrier‟s web site to process packages, you can activate the Test Mode. The Post Packing Slip process 

will display this form and you can manually enter the information. Once the communications issue has 

been resolved, you can turn off the Test Mode and continue to process packages using the shipping 

software. 

Carrier Companies 

The Carrier Company form is used to define additional setup options for the carrier interface in your 

company. There must be at least one carrier company for every interface that you activate. However, 

you can have more than one carrier company per carrier interface.  
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Carrier companies are most useful when the integration involves software like Clippership where you 

are processing packages for multiple carriers in the same product. Although you have one interface, 

you are using multiple companies and multiple carrier account numbers in your business. The account 

information can used later in the Carrier transaction information form to view shipment information by 

account. 

 

Figure 4: Carrier company form 

The Carrier Company ID can be any value. It represents a group of settings that will be used when 

processing carrier information. The first setting, the tracking number URL, is shown on the first page.  

When viewing tracking information in the carrier transaction information form, this URL will be 

appended automatically in the Carrier transaction information form so you can connect directly with 

the carrier web site. The URLs displayed on this page were valid for UPS and FedEx as of the date of this 

document. 

The General tab is used to define the miscellaneous charge accounts for use when posting the carrier 

charges in the invoice. These miscellaneous charge accounts are defined in the Accounts Receivable 

module. 

 

Figure 5: Carrier company form – General Tab 
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The Accounts tab allows you to identify carrier specific information for each carrier account number 

that you have with a carrier. The account code represents the account that you have with the carrier. 

For example, if you have two FedEx accounts, you can enter FedEx1 and FedEx2.  

Next, you enter the billing account that you have with the carrier and the currency that the carrier 

software uses when it sends you the actual charges. The Ship Via identifier is used specifically by 

Clippership to identify which shipping module to use. 

 

Figure 6: Carrier company form – Accounts Tab 

Carrier IDs 

Each carrier software package uses specific internal codes to identify the services that they offer. For 

example, GND represents UPS Ground in UPS. These codes must be available to the carrier software to 

correctly identify the service that is needed. 

The Carrier ID form allows you to enter those codes and assign them to an interface. These carrier IDs 

will later be mapped to modes of delivery.  

 

 

Figure 7: Carrier ID form 
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The Carrier ID can be any value but it should match the value required by the carrier. Some carriers 

allow a mapping from the Microsoft Dynamics AX values to their internal values for a package service.  

We recommend that you make the carrier IDs match the mode of delivery when this situation occurs 

and then use the mapping tool in the carrier software to convert the value. 

The Carrier service description is simply a description of the carrier ID. It not used in any other location. 

Map the carrier ID to a carrier company. This connects all the setup information for that company with 

the carrier ID.  

Although carriers like UPS and FedEx only process packages using their own services, Clippership and 

other similar applications process packages for multiple carriers. The Carrier Interface ID is used to 

identify which carrier interface will control this carrier ID. 

Modes of Delivery 

The Mode of Delivery form has been modified to allow the carrier interface information to be 

connected to a mode of delivery. This connection is made by mapping a carrier ID to a mode of 

delivery in a new Setup tab. 

 

 

Figure 8: Mode of Delivery form 
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Backward compatibility with earlier versions of Microsoft Dynamics AX is maintained using a Service 

type called Miscellaneous. This type disables all carrier interface functionality when it is selected for a 

mode of delivery. By default, all modes of delivery are assigned to Miscellaneous during the upgrade 

process.  

 

Figure 9: Mode of delivery form – Setup Tab 

The Air and Ground service types enable the carrier interface functionality as long as the carrier 

interface assigned to the carrier ID is also enabled.  

The Pickup service type is used for a new form called Sales Pickup. See the Sales Pickup section below 

for further information on how Pickup, Air, and Ground are used in the Sales Pickup form.  
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Once the service type is selected, you can select the carrier ID that will be associated with the mode of 

delivery. The carrier company is automatically populated to help you validate the carrier ID that you 

selected. The first account code for that carrier company is also populated but you can select another 

one from the list. 

 

Figure 10: Mode of delivery – Account code 

Terms of Delivery 

Every time a package is sent to a carrier , the carrier will calculate a charge for that package and that 

charge will be transferred into Microsoft Dynamics AX. However, you can decide if you want to charge 

the customer for those charges, charge a third party through the carrier, or not charge the customer at 

all for the charges received from the carrier software.  
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A new tab has been added to the Terms of Delivery form to define which carrier charges will be 

included on the customer invoice: 

 

Figure 11: Terms of delivery form 

The N/A option is used to stop all charges from being entered on the invoice. As you will see later in 

this document, the actual charges will be available for viewing on the packing slip even though you 

have chosen to not charge the customer.  

The N/A-third party/collect option is used when your customer provides their account number with the 

carrier or they provide the account number of a third party who will pay the charges. Like N/A, the 

charges will not appear on the invoice but they will be available for viewing. 

All charges received from the carrier are summarized into four totals: Core charges (the published rate 

from the carrier), Ancillary charges (miscellaneous or other charges not included in the published rate), 

Handling charges (added by the carrier), and Fuel Surcharges.  The remaining options listed in Figure 

11 define which of the core, ancillary, and handling charges that you want included on the invoice.  

Fuel surcharges will be discussed later in the Customer section. 

You can also define free minimums on the delivery terms form. When you check the free minimum 

box, the freight charges will be evaluated to determine if they should be charged to the invoice. If the 

total invoice before taxes is greater than the free minimum amount, the freight will not be charged. In 

the example in figure 12, all orders with a value over 100 will not be charged freight. 
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In AX2009, the free minimum amount does not convert to the order currency. You must setup a 

separate delivery term for each currency.  

 

Figure 12: Terms of delivery – Setup Tab with free minimum 

Customers 

Customers can be set up with default delivery settings and third-party address settings that can then 

be moved into a new sales order automatically when it is created. These settings can also be changed 

on the order itself. 
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The Setup tab on the Customer form already contains fields for selecting a default mode of delivery 

and delivery terms. An additional field, Fuel Surcharge, has been added to setup. When this box is 

checked, all fuel surcharges returned from the carrier software will also be charged to the customer 

when packages are shipped. 

 

Figure 13: Customer form – Setup Tab 

A new address type, Third-party shipping address, has been created to store third party account 

information for the customer. When a sales order is created and the customer has a third party address 

exists, you will be asked if you want to move the information from this address into the sales order.  

 

Figure 14: Setup Address form 
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Additional settings can be identified on the Other tab on the Alt. Address form using fields that have 

been added to the form to support the carrier interface feature:  

 

Figure 14: Setup Address form – Other Tab 

Much like the customer setup tab, fields for delivery terms and mode of delivery can be entered in the 

Alt. Address form. Selecting the Blind shipment check box will modify the invoice so that the return 

address does not show the name of the shipping company. This is helpful when your company ships on 

behalf of another company and that company does not want your name on documents. 

Residential destination is an indicator required by many carriers to identify that the shipment is going 

to a personal residence instead of a commercial address. 

The carrier information is created, by default, based on the mode of delivery selected. You can then 

enter the customer‟s account number with the carrier in the Carrier account number field. If an address 

is included on the Address tab of this form, this account number is considered the billing address for 

that carrier account. If no address is stored on the Address tab, then the account number is considered 

the account for the customer on the order.  

If an address is a third party address, the delivery terms must include the N/A-third party/collect 

option.  Freight charges will be stored on the packing slip for any orders using this address but freight 

will not be charged on the invoice since the third party is paying for those charges. 

The customer defaults are applied based on the following hierarchy when the order is created.  

 If a third-party address is selected, then all of the settings on the address form above will be 

moved into the sales order.   
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 If there are settings for the private Delivery address on the Other tab, then those settings will 

be used when no third-party address is used.  

 If there are settings for the Public Delivery address on the Other tab, then those settings will be 

used when no private delivery address or third party address are used.  

 If there are settings for the public Invoice address on the Other tab, then those settings will be 

used if no third-party address or delivery addresses are used. 

 Otherwise, the settings found on the Setup tab for the customer will be used. 

In all cases listed, if the address has a blank value for the any default setting, then the settings on the 

Setup tab for the customer will be used. Note that only address types Invoice, Delivery, Alt Delivery, 

and Third-party shipping are allowed to have values for mode of delivery, delivery terms, and carrier 

account. Only settings from primary addresses will be used. 

Virtual Companies 

The Global Address Book allows you to share addresses as public addresses using virtual companies. 

However, the address information for shipping carriers can not be shared across virtual companies for 

the Dynamics AX 2009 release. The shipping carrier fields must be entered for shared customers in 

each company and validated against the appropriate values in the main tables of each company. 

There is additional validation required for third party shipping addresses to ensure that the correct 

delivery terms and carrier accounts are present before the address is saved. Because of this validation, 

the third party addresses cannot be shared as public addresses.  

Return address used for carrier transaction information 

A return address is stored in the carrier transaction information that is available to a shipping carrier. By 

default, the return address is the company address. However, you can use the Inventory > Parameters 

form to change the default so that a warehouse address is stored instead. The parameter is located in 

the Shipping group on the form.  
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Figure 15: Inventory Parameters 
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When the default Company selection is changed to Warehouse, then the warehouse identified in the 

head of the sales order on the Setup tab will be used to determine which return address to use. The 

delivery address stored as an alternate address in the warehouse will be used. If a delivery address is 

not found, then the company address will be used. 

 

Figure 16: Warehouse setting on the sales order form 

Processing sales orders 

The process for creating sales orders has been modified for the shipping carrier interface. When you 

create an order, the Create Order form appears, you select a customer, and you are prompted to 

determine if you want the customer address information copied into the order. If that customer has a 

third-party shipping address, then you also will be prompted to determine if you want their third-party 

information copied into the order as well.  

 

Figure 17: Third-party shipping dialogue box 
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An additional group has been added to the sales order form called Shipping. In this group, you define 

the delivery terms for the order. All orders that have a mode of delivery that is associated with a 

shipping carrier must have delivery terms.  

 

Figure 18: Create sales order form – shipping group 

The carrier account field allows you to enter the customer‟s carrier account manually at order time 

instead of storing it in the customer address. Note that a delivery term with the N/A - third-

party/collect option is required when you enter a carrier account. 
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Once the order is completed, you can modify the default settings that affect the shipping carrier 

interface on the sales order header and the details lines. The following fields are on the Delivery tab: 

 Mode of delivery 

 Delivery terms 

 Blind shipment 

 Charge fuel surcharge 

 Expedited shipment 

 Residential destination 

 Carrier account number 

 

 

Figure 19: Sales order form – Delivery Tab 

All but one field used for shipping carriers has been described earlier in the document. The Expedited 

shipment field is used to override the Free Minimum feature. If this box is checked, the free minimum 

setting is ignored and freight is charged for this order. For example, if you normally do not charge for 

ground freight but the customer wants a Saturday shipment, you can check this box and the entire 

freight cost will be charged in the order.  

Saturday delivery is controlled by the requested receipt date. If the confirmed receipt date at the time 

the packing slip is created is a Saturday, then the Saturday delivery value will be set in the carrier 

interface. If there is no confirmed receipt date, then the requested receipt date will be used to 

determine if the package requires Saturday delivery. 

The information on the sales detail lines overrides the values on the sales order header. For example, 

the customer may want the entire shipment to be send with a ground shipment except for one 
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package which needs to be sent overnight. You would change the sales detail line to a different mode 

of delivery to accomplish the different shipment method. 
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The carrier interface looks at the mode of delivery for the packing slip to determine which interface 

settings to use. If you generate one packing slip for the entire order, it will only have one mode of 

delivery and that mode will be used by the interface. If you split packing slips by destination, you will 

be able to create multiple packing slips with multiple modes of delivery. 

The Address tab has also been modified to hold the third-party shipping address. This is the address of 

the company that will pay for the shipping charges. If there is a carrier account on the Delivery tab but 

no address on the Address tab, then the carrier account represents the carrier account for the 

customer. If there is a third-party address, then the carrier account represents the carrier account for 

the company at the third-party address. You can have third-party addresses on both the sales header 

and sales detail lines.  

 

 

Figure 20: Sales order form – Address Tab 

You can also add up to four delivery e-mail addresses to an order. By default, the contact e-mail 

address for the customer is always moved into the order as the first e-mail address. To add additional 

e-mail addresses, you can click Setup > Delivery E-mail. The Delivery E-mail Addresses form will look at 

all contact e-mail addresses stored for the customer and display them on the form. The e-mail 

addresses must already exist for the customer before they will appear on this form.  You also can delete 

e-mail addresses on this form if you do not want them to be sent to a carrier. 

Making information available to the carrier 

Sales order information is made available to the carrier when the packing slip is posted.  A snapshot of 

the order information is stored in an interface table from which the carrier software can pull the 

information. This information can be viewed using the Packing Slip Journal form found in the Sales 
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Order under the Inquiries button or in the Carrier Transaction Information form found in the Inventory 

module under Inquiries. 
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Packing Slip Journal  

The carrier charges can be viewed directly from the order by clicking Inquiries > Packing Slip. An 

additional tab has been added to the Packing slip journal to show the tracking numbers and the 

charges that were received. The Transferred check box indicates whether the charges have been 

invoiced or not. 

 

Figure 21: Packing slip journal – Order tracking tab 

Carrier Transaction Information  

 

Figure 22: Carrier transaction information form 
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The Shipping request tab shows all of the packing slips that have been sent to the carrier interface 

table in Microsoft Dynamics AX. Many of the parameters set for the packing slip are also shown on this 

tab. 

The Address tab shows the addresses that the carrier software can use for the ship-to address, the 

return address, and the third-party address (when available). Although it is not shown on this form, the 

street name for each address is also divided into two additional 30 character fields in the carrier 

transaction information table to make it easier to integrate with the carrier software. 

 

 

Figure 23: Carrier transaction information form – Address Tab 

The Package information tab shows the COD packages that were created when using Warehouse 

Management and a payment term with the COD settings. This feature is explained in more detail later 

in this document.  
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Figure 24: Carrier transaction information form – Package information tab 

The Shipping charges tab shows the charges that have been received back from the carrier. These 

charge will be moved into the invoice as miscellaneous charges when the order is invoiced. The charges 

have been included in the invoice when the Transferred check box (next to Currency) is checked..  

 

Figure 25: Carrier transaction information form – Shipping charges tab 

The Tracking tab shows the tracking numbers that have been received from the carrier. If there are 

multiple packages, this form will display multiple tracking numbers. If you entered a URL in the Carrier 

company form, that URL will be displayed in this form and the tracking number will be substituted for 

the %1 symbol. You can click on the Internet symbol to go directly to the carrier‟s web site for further 

research on the package.  When multiple tracking numbers are present, you must click on the Internet 

address field of the tracking number that you want to use to activate the Internet symbol.  
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Figure 26: Carrier transaction information form – Tracking Tab 

Carrier issues 

The Carrier issues form is used to display all orders that have been to the interface table but have not 

been processed. This allows you to see how large the shipping queue is and identify packages that 

need attention.  
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Figure 27: Carrier transaction information form – Tracking Tab 

Carrier Processing 

Once a packing slip has been posted for an order, the carrier software can retrieve the information 

from Microsoft Dynamics AX. The carrier software typically uses a single reference number to retrieve 

the order information. In most cases, that document number is the packing slip ID. The carrier software 

can not differentiate between different company IDs in Microsoft Dynamics AX so the packing slip ID 

must be unique across companies. Since multiple companies can have the same packing slip ID 

number sequence, it is important to use unique number sequences for the packing slip ID across 

companies.  

Once the carrier has created the labels and charges, the information will be written back by the carrier 

into a staging table. During invoicing, the staging table is read to see if any charges have been received 

back from the carrier. If charges have been received from the carrier, the invoicing process moves those 

charges to the invoice header as miscellaneous charges if the terms of delivery dictate that the 

customer will be charged for freight.  

It is possible to process an invoice without receiving charges back from a carrier. If the invoicing 

process finds that charges are not available, you will be prompted to decide to process the invoice 

immediately or wait until the charges are received. When invoice batches are used, invoices without 

charges from the carrier are automatically skipped for posting. 
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Warehouse management 

The process for sending orders using warehouse management is the same as the process described 

above. When a packing slip is posted in the Shipment form, the order information is sent to the 

interface tables where the carrier can pick up the information. Charges are then moved into the invoice 

when the invoice is posted. 

Additional features have been added to the Shipment form for the shipping carrier interface.  

 

Figure 28: Shipment form 

The normal packing slip process presents a dialog box where you can change information before you 

post the packing slip. A new option was added to the Options form (accessed from the Functions 

button on the Shipment form) that allows you to set the packing slip default quantity to All and 

automatically print the packing slip instead of presenting the dialog box. 

 

 

Figure 29: Options form 

Three additional buttons have been added to the Shipment form. The Process shipment button will be 

active when you have a C.O.D. order or a credit card order. Customer using these payment types often 

need an invoice included in the box. The Process shipment button initiates the invoice posting process, 
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printing the invoice and validating that the invoice can be posted. If a credit card is involved, the credit 

card is processed. However, the invoice process will be stopped if the credit card is not accepted. 

The Invoice button is active for all other shipments that are ready for invoicing. The invoice is printed 

and posted when this button is used.  

The Printer Setup button allows you to select the printer to use for packing slips and invoices. 

Creating C.O.D. Packages 

The packing slip process will store additional records in the interface for C.O.D. packages if a sales 

order has a C.O.D. payment term.  If you want C.O.D. packages to be created, you must use the palette 

functionality when picking items on a picking route. Each palette is considered a unique C.O.D. 

package. The sales order value of all the items on that palette will be summed up and used as the 

C.O.D amount for the package. One record will be created in the C.O.D. interface table for each C.O.D. 

package.  

Sales Pickup (Will Call) 

A new form has been added to the Inventory > Common forms menu called Sales Pickup. This form 

will show all orders that have a mode of delivery in either the sales order header or detail lines that was 

setup with a Pickup service type. You can also select the All Service Types check box to display all 

orders. 
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Figure 30: Sales pickup form 

The form provides basic information about the sales order. The counter person can generate a packing 

slip and create invoices from this form in the same way that you can through posting in a sales order.  

Additional refresh buttons are provided so that the counter person can quickly refresh the list with only 

the orders that have not been invoiced. 

The Credit card tab allows the counter person to select a credit card for the customer when they arrive. 

The credit card must exist on the customer‟s account. It cannot be entered in this form. When the 

invoice process is initiated, the credit card is authorized and, if the card is accepted, the invoice process 

is completed. If the card is declined, the process is stopped and an Infolog is displayed with the decline 

information.  

 

 

Figure 31: Sales pickup form – credit card tab 
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Technical Information 

The shipping carrier interface is a framework for integration with shipping carrier. In this section, we 

will provide more detail about the development approach and issues for the feature. 

The shipping carrier interface uses three tables for the interface: 

 ShipCarrierShippingRequest 

 ShipCarrierCODPackage 

 ShipCarrierStaging 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest holds the sales order information that is shown in the Carrier transaction 

information form. This is the main table that the shipping carrier will map to. Each packing slip/sales 

order combination will have one record in this table. 

ShipCarrierCODPackage holds the information about the C.O.D. packages that were created by the 

packing slip process in Warehouse Management. There will be one record for every C.O.D. package 

created and the palette ID will be stored in the PackageID field in the table.   

The table contains the SalesID and PackingSlipID for use in linking the ShipCarrierShippingRequest 

table to the ShipCarrierCODPackage table. However, it is possible that a carrier software package 

cannot import from multiple tables to make use of the additional C.O.D. information. The ISCOD flag 

and CODAmount can be used from the ShipCarrierShippingRequest table if that situation occurs. 

ShipCarrierStaging receives information from the shipping carrier software. This table contains text and 

numeric fields that contain the order number, packing slip ID, tracking number and charges. The 

following fields are used in this table for receiving shipping information: 

 SalesID 

 PackingSlipID 

 PackageID 

 ShipDate 

 Weight 

 PublishedRate 

 ShippingCharge 

 HandlingCharge 

 HandlingCharge2 

 HandlingCharge3 

 OtherCharge 

 OtherCharge2 

 OtherCharge3 

 FuelSurcharge 

 

The only two fields that are required by the ShipCarrierStaging table are SalesID and PackingSlipID. 

These fields must be imported by the carrier from ShipCarrierShippingRequest and then returned back 

to ShipCarrierStaging using an export. The invoice process searches for these values in 

ShipCarrierStaging and they must match the packing slip and sales order or the charges will not be 

imported. 

The PublishedRate is the retail rate that the carrier charges for their services. This is the amount that is 

used for core charges on the invoice. The ShippingCharge is only stored as comparative information. It 

is never used in the invoice. The FuelSurcharge is used when the Fuel Surcharge box is checked on the 

sales order. 
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There are three handling charges available. These charges are summed up during the invoice process 

into a single charge called Handling. 

There are three other charges available. These are summed up during the invoice process into a single 

charge called Ancillary. 

The ShipCarrierStaging also includes an additional text field for each numeric amount in the table. In 

some cases, carriers using ODBC to move information into Microsoft Dynamics AX cannot properly 

populate numeric fields. These fields allow a text version of the numeric fields to be exported to 

Microsoft Dynamics AX where they are converted into numeric values and moved into the numeric 

fields. 

Single Shipment vs Multiple Packages 

The ShipCarrierStaging table can be populated by using a single record for the entire shipment or by 

providing a record for each package shipped by the carrier. When the staging table is checked for 

charges, all of the package records are summarized into a single record and then summed up as 

described previously except for two fields, HandlingCharge3 and OtherCharge3.  

In some cases, there are charges for the entire shipment. These charges must be mapped to 

HandlingCharge3 and/or OtherCharge3. When the staging records are summarized, only the values for 

HandlingCharge3 and OtherCharge3 in the first package are used. 

Enabling The Staging table to be managed by AOT 

All tables in the AOT have additional system fields that must be filled in correctly in order for Microsoft 

Dynamics AX to manage those tables. The shipping carrier software is not often able to update those 

fields correctly. To mitigate this issue, an Insert Trigger is used on the ShipCarrierStaging table. The 

trigger performs the following tasks: 

 Set RecVersion to 1 

 Increment the RecID so that it is unique 

 Move amounts stored as text into the numeric fields 

 Auto-generate the ShipDate 

The carrier software packages are also not aware of the company from which the information has 

come. Because the carrier cannot send back the CompanyID, the ShipCarrierStaging table is shared by 

all companies and the DataAreaID is not present in the table. The charges are matched to orders by a 

combination of sales order number and packing slip number. The probability of those two numbers 

conflicting between two companies is very low. However, each company should be set up so that 

duplicates will not occur. 

Methods of Integration 

The preferred integration method is the Microsoft Dynamics AX Business Connector. Carrier packages 

such as Clippership are able to use the Business Connector to access the appropriate tables and write 

back package information using Microsoft Dynamics AX business logic. This approach also maintains all 

the security provided by Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

Many carrier packages are unable to use the Business Connector, relying instead on ODBC. To support 

this method, additional changes were required to allow exports into Microsoft Dynamics AX, including: 

 A SQL role used to limit access to the Microsoft Dynamics AX database by the shipping carrier 

software 
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 A form to capture the users that will be exporting information to Microsoft Dynamics AX and 

will be included in the role 

 A stored procedure to create the role with the users added to the form 

 

All users that will be exporting information into the Microsoft Dynamics AX database must be NT 

authenticated and be added to a security role in the database. The Shipping carrier role form that is 

found in Administration > Setup allows you to enter the alias of those users and the domain in which 

they are found.  
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During the setup of Microsoft Dynamics AX and the synchronization of tables, both the Insert Trigger 

for ShipCarrierStaging and a stored procedure called MaintainShipCarrierRole are created in the 

Microsoft Dynamics AX database. To enable the shipping carrier interface and enable the proper 

security, the database administrator must open the Microsoft Dynamics AX database and execute this 

stored procedure.  

The stored procedure creates a security role called ShipCarrierRole in the Microsoft Dynamics AX 

database and adds the users to that role. It also and assigns the following rights to the interface tables: 

 ShipCarrierShippingRequest: Select 

 ShipCarrierCODPackage: Select 

 ShipCarrierStaging: Select and Insert 

Once this process is complete, the carrier interface software can import from the Microsoft Dynamics 

AX database and export information to it. 

Moving Information into the Invoice 

The invoice posting routine reads the ShipCarrierStaging tables to find charges that apply to the sales 

order that is being invoiced. These charges are summarized and moved into the ShipCarrierPackage 

table as a single record. The tracking numbers for each package are moved into the 

ShipCarrierTracking table. 

Using the Staging Table vs Direct Updates 

The preferred method for integration is to write information into the ShipCarrierStaging table. 

However, the invoice posting routines check both the ShipCarrierStaging and the ShipCarrierPackage 

table for charges.  Clippership uses the Business Connector to write directly to the ShipCarrierPackage 

and ShipCarrierTracking tables instead of ShipCarrierStaging. 

Limitations 

This shipping carrier framework is very flexible. However, it can be limited by the capabilities of the 

shipping carrier software and its ability to read and write information. Although we have tried to 

anticipate the issues that may arise during an integration, it is possible that customization will be 

required to fully connect a carrier to this framework. 

Adding Additional Carriers 

Although there are three shipping software packages listed on the Carrier interface form, the 

framework does not limit access to the framework to only those three packages.  There is only one 

process, Test Mode, that looks at the specific carrier interface ID to determine what process to follow.  

When the test mode is on and UPS WorldShip or FedEx Ship Manager are selected as the interface 

used by the mode of delivery, the data entered into the test mode dialog box is written into 

ShipCarrierStaging. If Clippership is selected, the information is written directly to ShipCarrierPackage 

and ShipCarrierTracking. 

Modifying the ShipCarrierStaging Table 

It is possible to expand the ShipCarrierStaging table to send additional information to Microsoft 

Dynamics AX. However, table modifications must include both the table changes in ShipCarrierStaging 

and modifications to the Insert Trigger on the database.  
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The X++ code that creates the Insert Trigger is a part of the synchronization code and must be 

modified through AOT. Once the modifications are made, you can synchronize the ShipCarrierStaging 

table and the new Insert Trigger will be created.  

The X++ code that reads ShipCarrierStaging and updates ShipCarrierPackage and ShipCarrierTracking 

are stored as methods on the ShipCarrierStaging table. 

Further Information for users of Clippership, FedEx, and UPS 

Kewill Clippership 

Kewill, the makers of Clippership, have developed a custom solution for Microsoft Dynamics AX using 

their integration tools and the Business Connector. Please contact Kewill at 

http://www.kewill.com/microsoft for more information on how to integrate with Clippership and obtain 

the Microsoft Dynamics AX solution.  

Kewill also produces Kewill Flagship, a product that supports over 30 carriers and origins in North 

America, Europe, and Asian locations. They have also developed a custom solution for Microsoft 

Dynamics AX using their integration tools and the Business Connector. You can also contact them at 

the same web site for more information on how to integrate Kewill Flagship with Microsoft Dynamics 

AX. 

 

Kewill can support an ODBC integration to connect with the Microsoft Dynamics AX database.  

However, the Business Connector solution is recommended due to the enhanced security and tighter 

integration to the Microsoft Dynamics AX business logic that it provides. 

http://www.kewill.com/microsoft
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FedEx Ship Manager 

The FedEx Ship Manager product uses ODBC integration to connect with the Microsoft Dynamics AX 

database.  The integration can be setup using their Integration Assistant and a single ODBC data source 

(DSN) attached to a single import/export mapping.  

Access to the FedEx Ship Manager software can only be obtained if you have an account with FedEx. 

Please contact FedEx for further information on how to obtain the software and setup the FedEx Ship 

Manager software. 

Additional Notes for FedEx Ship Manager 

The Service Type (CarrierID) coming from Microsoft Dynamics AX will not be accepted by Ship 

Manager unless a weight is provided. The shipping carrier interface does not calculate weight by 

default so you must either check the Read Scale box in Ship Manager to read the scale attached to the 

Ship Manager machine.  

 

The Service Types for Ship Manager appear when you select the lookup button on their form. Ship 

Manager also provides a mapping form that allows you to map your Carrier IDs to their service types. 

URL for finding tracking numbers on the FedEx website 

As of the date of this document, the URL for linking to the FedEx website to find tracking numbers is: 

 

http://www.fedex.com/Tracking?ascend_header=1&clienttype=dotcom&cntry_code=us&language=e

nglish&tracknumbers=%1 

 

where the %1 represents the tracking number. 

http://www.fedex.com/Tracking?ascend_header=1&clienttype=dotcom&cntry_code=us&language=english&tracknumbers=%251
http://www.fedex.com/Tracking?ascend_header=1&clienttype=dotcom&cntry_code=us&language=english&tracknumbers=%251
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UPS WorldShip  

The UPS WorldShip product uses ODBC integration to connect with the Microsoft Dynamics AX 

database.  The integration can be set up using their Integration Assistant and a single ODBC data 

source (DSN) attached to a single import/export mapping.  

The following examples are provided as a guide to setting up UPS WorldShip for the shipping carrier 

interface. Your setup may vary depending on the needs of your company. 

This example assumes that you have already set up an ODBC driver that connects to the SQL server 

where the Microsoft Dynamics AX data resides and that you are a member of ShipCarrierRole. We also 

assume that you will be pulling up the packing slips individually using the lookup form provided in this 

software. 

Creating an Import Map 

 

 Open UPS WorldShip and select the Import/Export Data menu, Create/Edit Map option. 
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 Select Import from ODBC Database, choose the Shipment table from the middle menu, name 

your new import map, and click the OK button to proceed. 
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 Choose your ODBC driver from the Select and ODBC source dialog box. Click OK to proceed. 

 

 
 

 Select the Microsoft Dynamics AX tables from the ODBC Tables list and UPS tables from the 

WorldShip Fields list, and use the Connect button to map them to one another.  
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 Typical mappings may include: 

 
Dynamics AX Table Dynamics AX Field UPS Table UPS Field 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Street Ship To Address 1 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Company Ship To Company or Name 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest SalesID Shipment Reference 2 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest City Ship To City or Town 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Zip Ship To Postal Code 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest State Ship To State/Province/County 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Country Ship To Country/Territory 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Phone Ship To Telephone 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Weight Shipment Actual Weight 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest DeliveryContact Ship To Attention 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest SaturdayDelivery Shipment Saturday Delivery Option 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Residential Shipment Residential Indicator 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest CarrierID Shipment Service Type 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest CarrierAccount Ship To Receiver UPS Account 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest PackingSlipID Shipment  Reference 1 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ReturnStreet Ship From Address 1 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ReturnCompName Ship From Company or Name 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ReturnCity Ship From City or Town 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ReturnState Ship From State/Province/County 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ReturnZip Ship From Postal Code 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest Third Party Street Third Party Address 1 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ThirdPartyCompName Third Party Company or Name 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ThirdPartyCity Third Party City or Town 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ThirdPartyState Third Party State/Province/County 

ShipCarrierShippingRequest ThirdPartyZip Third Party Postal Code 

 

 Highlight the PackingSlipID/Reference1 connection on the list and press the „Define Primary 

Key for Import‟ button. This will flag the PackingSlipID as the key field for this import. Click the 

OK button to complete the import map. 
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Creating an Export Map 

 

 Open UPS WorldShip and select the Import/Export Data menu, Create/Edit Map option. 
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 Select Export data from WorldShip, choose the Shipment table from the middle menu, name 

your new export map, and click the OK button to proceed. 
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 Choose your ODBC driver from the Select an ODBC source dialog box. Click OK to proceed. 
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 Select the UPS tables from the WorldShip Fields list and Microsoft Dynamics AX tables from the 

ODBC Tables list and, and use the Connect button to map them to one another. 

 

 
 Typical mapping fields include: 

 

 
UPS Table UPS Field Dynamics AX Table Dynamics AX Field 

Package Reference 1 ShipCarrierStaging PackingSlipID 

Package Reference 2 ShipCarrierStaging SalesID 

Package  Weight ShipCarrierStaging WeightText 

Package Tracking Number ShipCarrierStaging TrackingNumber 

Package Package Published Charge ShipCarrierStaging PublishedRateText 

Package Package Charge ShipCarrierStaging ShippingChargeText 

Package Package Handling Charge Amount ShipCarrierStaging Handling ChargeText 

Shipment Shipment Handling Charge ShipCarrierStaging HandlingCharge3Text 

Shipment Saturday Delivery Charge ShipCarrierStaging OtherCharge3Text 
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 Click the OK button to complete the export map. 

 

 
 

Additional Notes for UPS WorldShip 

The PackingSlipID and SalesID will not repeat automatically for each package unless you use a profile. 

In the profile, you can specify that Reference1 and Reference2 will be included in all packages. This will 

enable the correct information to be sent back to Microsoft Dynamics AX for all packages. 

We encourage you to use the ShipCarrierRole when accessing the SQL database. This role will reduce 

the number of tables on the SQL server that are exposed to the ODBC drivers and UPS maps. 

However, because all SQL roles have access to the system views assigned to the public role in the 

database, the ShipCarrierRole includes these views by default. Removing these public views will further 

reduce the number of tables that are exposed to the UPS maps but these views cannot be removed 

from the role without specific database administrator intervention and changes to the public view. 

 

UPS also uses internal codes to represent the service types that they offer. For example, GND 

represents Ground in WorldShip. The list of service type codes needed to create Carrier IDs is included 

in the WorldShip documentation. 

 

When mapping UPS fields to Microsoft Dynamics AX fields, you may need to use the TEXT version of 

the numeric fields instead of the numeric fields in the ShipCarrierStaging Table. For example, if you 

want to map a handling charge, map it to HandlingChargeText instead of HandlingCharge. This 

situation may exist due to the behavior of certain ODBC drivers with the UPS software. If you do not 

experience any issues, use the numeric field for mapping. 
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URL for finding tracking numbers on the UPS website 

As of the date of this document, the URL for linking to the UPS website to find tracking numbers is: 

 

http://wwwapps.ups.com/WebTracking/processInputRequest?HTMLVersion=5.0&loc=en_US&&trackn

um=%1 

 

where the %1 represents the tracking number. 

http://wwwapps.ups.com/WebTracking/processInputRequest?HTMLVersion=5.0&loc=en_US&&tracknum=%251
http://wwwapps.ups.com/WebTracking/processInputRequest?HTMLVersion=5.0&loc=en_US&&tracknum=%251
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